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Introduction
When I heard of the plans for a special issue of the Journal of Futures Studies on the interplay between science fiction and futures work, I immediately knew that I wanted to contribute an essay about Olaf Stapledon—why his writing is of such relevance to what I will describe as the central evolutionary challenge of the human race; and how his work suggests that human consciousness can be enhanced for this challenge to be resolved successfully in the very long-term future. Thus, this essay begins with an exposition of Stapledon’s cosmically futures-oriented science fiction and ends with a visionary illustration of how his work points to a promising “new paradigm” direction of development for futures studies involving what are currently called non-ordinary states of consciousness (NOSC).

Stapledon as a Pioneering Visionary
W. Olaf Stapledon (1886-1950) was a visionary author who occupies a uniquely foundational position in the genres of both futures studies (FS) and science fiction (SF). This is somewhat paradoxical in that he didn’t consider himself to be either a futurist or a science fiction author. By his own admission, he thought of his principal writings as being a specific type of fiction for “myth making.” In this regard, the mythologist, Joseph Campbell called Stapledon “the dean of visionary science fiction writers;” and about Stapledon’s two principal SF/FS works, Arthur Clarke said of Last and First Men that “No book before or since has ever had such an effect on my imagination;” and of Starmaker that this is “the finest work of SF ever written” (Clarke, 1983).

As many authors attest in various ways, Stapledon’s writings have provided an imaginative feedstock for both FS and SF writers so huge that it can never be fully mined. For example,

“Stapledon extended the boundaries of science fiction to the infinite, in terms of physical distance, time, evolution, philosophy, religion, “human” relationships, sex and virtually every area which our present civilization considers important, not excluding the arts. There are few of the outstanding modern authors who do not directly or indirectly owe him a great debt: Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke, Isaac Asimov, Clifford D. Simak, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Eric Frank Russell and Murray Leinster, to name a very few.

“His splendid saga of the entire history of the human race from the year 1930 to its end two billion years later in Last and First Man (1930), to be followed by the entire history of the universe in Star Maker (1937), are possibly the greatest feats of controlled imagination exhibited by any human to date in fiction or scientific speculation” (Moskowitz, 1979, p. 10).
A strongly opposing view is put forward by the eminent historians of SF, Alexei and Cory Panshin (1989, p. 199-202), who assert that “For all its broad horizons and sense of evolutionary possibility, we must reckon *Last and First Men* at least a failed myth, if not false one.” Their reasons are several, but can be summarized as: 1) Stapledon was unable to overcome the fate-controlled limitations of typical of thinking by authors in his historical period; and 2) his treatment of the human possibility [in both *Last and First Men* and *Star Maker*] was essentially fatalistic, rather than pointing to a transcendentally open-ended future for humanity.

Stapledon can also be criticized for the absence of women in these texts. Although he was following the rhetorical custom of his time in which “man” was meant to stand for women as well as men, it is important in an essay such as this to highlight this omission, so as to discourage the continuation of this practice by contemporary futurists and science fiction writers.

In light of these criticisms, it should be noted that Stapledon himself explicitly placed such rhetorical limitations on his writing. As he said in his Preface to *Last and First Men*:

“If [the] imaginative construction of possible futures is to be at all potent, our imagination must be strictly disciplined. We must endeavour not to go beyond the bounds of possibility set by the particular state of culture in which we live” (p. 9).

“Some readers, taking my story to be an attempt at prophecy, may deem it unwarrantably pessimistic. But it is not prophecy; it is myth, or an essay in myth. We all desire the future to turn out more happily than I have figured it. In particular we desire our present civilization to advance steadily toward some kind of Utopia. The thought that it may decay and collapse, and that all is spiritual treasure maybe lost your irrevocably, is repugnant to us. Yet this must be faced as a least a possibility. And this kind of tragedy, the tragedy of a race, must, I think, be admitted in any adequate myth” (p. 10).

The gradient series of time horizons covered by these two books is mapped on Time Scales 1-5 shown below.
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Last and First Men (L&FM)

Last and First Men: A Story of the Near and Far Future is a future history spanning some two billion years during which some eighteen distinct and highly varied human species and their cultures come and go due to all manner of different influences. Stapledon is able to cover such a grand scale in a single book by having each chapter cover 10X the amount of time covered in the previous chapter.

Although the scope and range of these different species, and the reasons for their emergence, ascendance, decline and transformation into a new species are too great to be detailed here,¹ some highlights include:

- Repeated near annihilation of the whole human community, with a recovery across millions of years leading to a new species of human-kind, each with a differing set of dominant characteristics that vary cyclically along various polar oppositions—e.g.;
  - Egoic selfishness vs. altruism
  - Barbaric savagery vs. relative enlightenment
  - Preoccupation with intellectual, athletic, martial, artistic, or religious endeavors as a cultural keynote (these are not polar opposites, but rather complementary emphases, that often transformatively follow one another, sometimes cyclically)
  - Celebration of the natural vs. the designed and manipulated (as, e.g., in “artificial evolution”)
  - Healthy well-being vs. decrepitude

- Contact and genocidal warfare with Martians, Venusians, and Neptunians in successive eras of future history

- Development of psychotechnological capabilities that include telepathy, remote viewing, and remote mind-control

- Confrontation with the foreseeable demise of life in the solar system, and setting up of a technology to spread the genetic seed of humanity throughout the cosmos.

It is worth noting that in a story written in 1930, Stapledon managed to describe with reasonable accuracy nuclear energy, mainframe computers, computer-based artificial intelligence (Ai), Ai domination of humanity, genetic engineering, and “Dyson Spheres.” But also, as authors such as Bertonneau (2013) take pleasure in pointing out, he got a lot of science just plain wrong as well.

The pretext of L&FM is that the Last Men, living on a terraformed Neptune, two billion years in the future, telekinetically influence the author to be their amanuensis, so that they can lay out the future history of the human race for the benefit of First Men

¹ See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_and_First_Men for a more lengthy, but still concise summary.
(contemporary humanity), in ways they say will lead to improved futures for the grand sweep of future species of humanity. And although what they communicated forms a most complex and detailed narrative, the central gist, as summarized by Stapledon (1930, pp. 240-241) is as follows:

“But what is it, you may ask, that we seek to contribute to the past? We seek to afford intuitions of truth and of value, which, though easy to us from our vantage point, would be impossible to the unaided past. We seek to help the past make the best of it itself, just as one man may help another. We seek to direct the attention of past individuals and past races to truths and beauties, which, though implicit in their experience, would otherwise be overlooked.

“We seek to do this for two reasons. Entering into past minds, we become perfectly acquainted with them, and cannot but love them; and so we desire to help them. By influencing selected individuals, we seek to influence indirectly great multitudes. But our second motive is very different. We see the career of Man in his successive planetary homes as a process of great beauty. It is far indeed from the perfect; but it is very beautiful, with the beauty of tragic art. Now it turns out that this beautiful thing entails our operation at various points in the past. Therefore we will to operate. ...

“There is another matter in which we are concerned with the human past. We need its help. ... We, who have now learned so thoroughly the supreme part of ecstatic fatalism, go humbly to the past to learn over again that other supreme achievement of the spirit, loyalty to the forces of life embattled against the forces of death."

In other words, as in the oft repeated ideal of living the “self-examined life,” the Last Men, having examined the whole of human history and finding that it involves their temporal interposition, choose to proclaim the virtues of self-examination of human community across time, including that of appreciative “ecstatic fatalism” about the ultimate destiny of all—human, planetary, and solar—which is death.2

Star Maker

2 It should be noted that Stapledon, who was for a time a professor with a doctorate in philosophy, wrote in the concluding summary chapter of his learned (1939) text, Philosophy and Living, that: “Our discussion of personal immortality led to the conviction that no such possibility should be allowed to play a guiding part in the conduct of a man's life.” Also, as cited by Crossley (1994, p. 388), “In a lecture to the New Renascence School in London, he reiterated the central paradox of his own spiritual life: ‘Agnosticism, far from destroying religion, is the gateway to live religion.’ ... Spirit, for him, meant a character of aspiration, not a substance attributed to souls or deities.”

This philosophical position and its reflection in L&FM and especially SM so repulsed the well-known Christian author, C.S. Lewis, that Lewis wrote his much more widely read Cosmic Trilogy partially as a professional refutation. In a letter to Arthur C. Clarke in 1943, Lewis described the ending of Star Maker as “sheer devil worship” due to the way in which an unloving supreme being was pictured there without disapproval (Edwards, 2007).
In contrast to Last and First Men – whose narrative was set up by the fictional author being the amanuensis of a Neptunian telepathic “mind controller” from the far distant future – in Star Maker, the narrative instead based on the direct psychic experience of the fictional author himself as he describes his exploration of what turns out to include:

- the entire cosmos of multiple universes across time;
- a visitation with the “Star Maker” who makes some surprisingly candid reflections on the worth of “his” creation
- a culminating reflection of the meaning of all this from a human perspective.  

The general plot of SM is based on a spontaneous out-of-body cosmic trip by the author in which, after reviewing all manner of different stars and their planets in a search for a planet with an alien culture sufficiently similar to our own that he could understand it, he finds an “Other Earth” where he learned how to read the minds of the inhabitants, finally finding a hospitable native who welcomed his telepathic mental contact. After the two of them do a lengthy study of the history and culture of this “Other Earth,” which the author compares to that of our own home planet, the author and his host decide to embark on a search for still other intelligent civilizations inhabiting planets of other star-systems, in which they learn to master a method of intentional navigation they called “psychical attraction,” about which the author (pp. 299-301) says:

“This method depended on the imaginative reach of our own minds. At first, when our imaginative power was strictly limited by experience of our own worlds, we could make contact only with worlds closely akin to our own. Moreover, in this novitiate stage of our work we invariably came upon these worlds when they were passing through the same spiritual crisis as that which underlies the plight of Homo sapiens today…

“As we passed on from world to world we greatly increase our understanding of the principles underlying our venture, and our powers of applying them. Further, in each world that we visited we sought out a new collaborator, to give us insights into his world and to extend our imaginative preach for further exploration of the galaxy. This ‘snowball’ method by which our company was increased was of great importance, since it is magnified our powers. In the final stages of the expiration we made discoveries, which might well be regarded as infinitely beyond the range of any single and unaided human mind…

“Along with the freedom of space we had freedom of time. Some of the worlds that we explored in this early phase of our adventure ceased to exist long before my native planet was formed; others were its contemporaries; others we’re not born till the old age of our galaxy, when the earth had been destroyed, and a large number of the stars had already been extinguished…

“In the first phase of our adventure, when, as I have said, our powers of telepathic expiration were incomplete, every world that we entered turned out to

---

3 As with L&FM, the incredible scope and detailed narratives of Star Maker are too great to be detailed here, but are concisely summarized at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Maker.
be in the throes of the same spiritual crisis as that which we knew so well on our native planets. This crisis I came to regard as having two aspects. It was at once a moment in the spirit’s struggle to become capable of true community on a world-wide scale; and it was a stage in the age-long task of achieving the right, the finally appropriate, the spiritual attitude toward universe."

Considering its relevance to the special FS/SF issue of the Journal of Futures Studies for which this essay is written and to my own thinking as a futurist concerned about very long-range global well-being, a highpoint of SM is where the author and his band of cosmic explorers in SM found a planet where a solution had evolved to resolve a specific ecological version of this sort of "spiritual crisis" that resembles what I have termed the evolutionary "central challenge of the human race:"

"When one species attains a position of dominance over all the other species in the ecology of its planet, if it is both ego-centrically greedy, and has a powerful set of technologies through which to amplify the expression of that greed, then unless that dominant species can find a way to limit or to transform itself and its greed-based systems into something more wholesome, it will foul its planetary nest as surely as the night follows the day ... perhaps even to its own extinction."

Leitmotiv statement from “The Fourth Wave: A Normative Forecast for the Future of Spaceship Earth” (Markley, 1995), based on the writings of eco-anthropologist, Gregory Bateson and visionary science fiction writer, Olaf Stapledon.⁴

The solution that Stapledon’s little band of cosmic explorers found (detailed in Chapter 7 of SM), is based on genetic improvement of special brain centers which afforded "telempathic" intercourse, through which not only thoughts but feelings of others are experienced empathically. A similar telepathic breakthrough is foundational to the narrative of L&FM in which the Last Men could communicate back to First Men—us—how humanity eventually learned to overcome this "central challenge," but only after many roller coaster-like cycles of ascending and descending civilizational trajectories.

The remainder of SM involves a truly mind stretching series of adventures involving an exploration of not only the evolving consciousness of stars and galaxies, but of the Star Maker as well. As commented on by Matloff (2012): ⁵

“Star Maker can be viewed as a morality fable as well as a collection of technological predictions. Stapledon clearly was struggling with the darkness descending upon Europe and the world in 1937. How can we postulate a benevolent universal creator in light of so much evil in the world? His solution was to track the conscious development of the cosmos as surviving planetary

---

⁴ In addition to helping inspire this statement, Stapledon’s writing contributed strongly to a related visual map of the current turning point in human history and a set of four alternative future outcomes shown at http://www.olivermarkley.com/expandedaspirationalguidance/

and stellar elements reach an accord and unite to ultimately produce a universal mentality. At the climax of the tale, this mentality is gently but firmly judged by the Creator, who is designing universes in the manner of a terrestrial artist, learning the ropes as he/she/it proceeds. Our universe, and its collective mentality is imperfect simply because the Star Maker must fiddle with a few more parameters to get it right!"

Stapledon’s Significance from the Perspective of Futures Studies
In addition to being brilliant fiction, Stapledon’s writings in L&FM and SM conceptualize systemic change and transformation at all levels of reality in ways that have proved to be foundational for the development of futures studies. The roots of many methodological concepts used by contemporary futurists can be found in L&FM and SM, and are thus an early example of the interplay of science fiction and futures studies. For example:

- Trend projection—the grouping of multiple trends and driving forces (societal, technological, economic, ecological, political) into patterns of change and systemic transformation

- Historical repetition—patterns that happened in the past (e.g., revolutionary wars) that are likely to happen again in the future

- Historical cycles—systemic dynamics (e.g., toward war and peace; civilizational rise and fall) that show oscillating tendencies

- Evolution/devolution—ways in which individual/cultural development and maturity may increase and/or decrease in the very long term

- The importance of intentional aspiration and visioning of preferred futures (e.g., for cultural maturity)

- Alternative futures—plausible, probable and preferable ways in which the future may unfold—now often called scenarios (e.g., the whole idea of positing alternative species of humankind unfolding along different, but very, very, long-term, future histories)

- Wildcard developments—future possibilities that from a conventional perspective seem wildly improbable (e.g., a human species designed by a global mainframe computer, a species that could fly like birds, etc.; “remote viewing” both temporal and spatial; non-human extraterrestrial races; technological “mega-engineering” to directly influence stellar evolution, etc.).

But for this author, the principal significance of L&FM and SM lies in:

1. The ways that Stapledon helped crystalize the vision expressed in the “Central Challenge” leitmotiv statement noted above;

2. The central importance his writings reveal about consciousness as a pivotal driving variable in human history, and to the further development thereof into
telepathically shared mindfulness as a plausible ultimate solution to this “central challenge.”

Stapledon as an Imaginal Visionary
How it is that Stapledon was able to produce such a prodigiously innovative and far-reaching oeuvre?

The term “imaginal,” treated at some length in “Imaginal Visioning for Prophetic Foresight” (Markley, 2012), refers to ways of knowing that are supra-mental and intuition-based, as distinct from imaginatively mental thinking. In light of Stapledon’s acknowledgement that he had a vision of the whole of L&FM before writing it, and the fact that after his inspiration of the detailed whole, each page was written with little editing from the first to the last draft, it seems quite reasonable to conjecture that Stapledon was an imaginal visionary with a strongly developed capacity for intuitive inspiration balancing his equally strong rational/analytic side.

In Last and First Men, Stapledon takes great pains to describe how its author was an intentionally guided amanuensis. The details of how this “contact” was developed by the Last Men through a long-term process of experimentally laborious trial and error, is detailed in a third book, Last Men in London (1932), where Stapledon makes clear how the author is an inadequate vehicle for this sort of inspired guidance.

A provocative question that discriminative readers must answer for themselves is: To what degree was Stapledon, himself, intuitively guided in his writing of these two books? I know of no mentions in the literature of Stapledon himself saying anything about his own personal muse for creative writing. Later in this essay, however, I will briefly describe an intuition-based research process that brought a direct answer to this question, suggesting the likelihood that Stapledon actually was being so influenced—even if only unconsciously.

The Relevance of Diverse Zones of Consciousness for Futures Studies

---

6 Stapledon’s writing also contributed strongly to a related visual map of the current turning point in human history and a set of four alternative future outcomes therefrom shown at http://www.olivermarkley.com/expandedaspirationalguidance/.

7 Of necessity, this article does not treat the breadth of Stapledon’s other writings having recognized literary importance. These are adequately surveyed and summarized in works such as Moskowitz (1979), Fiedler (1983) and Kinnaird (1986).

8 This information comes from personal conversation with Dr. Curtis Smith, a former faculty colleague at the University of Houston-Clear Lake, who, as a Stapledon scholar, visited the Stapledon home in the U.K., where Mrs. Stapledon allowed him to personally inspect Olaf’s archive of manuscripts which showed little editing between the 1st and 2nd drafts of L&FM.
Stapledon’s writing imaginatively explores a wide range of diverse zones of consciousness, and portrays an equally wide range of edgy phenomena such as remote viewing, telepathic communication and out-of-body (OOB) exploration in so doing.

Did Stapledon himself actually consider such things to be experientially plausible — as opposed to being astute literary devices for his wide-ranging project in myth construction? Given the relatively conservative philosophical positions he identified himself as favoring in his learned (1939) text, Philosophy and Living, I think it unlikely. So my personal answer is no; probably not. But as one who has at least entry-level competence with these arts, I can say that Stapledon’s description of them rings true regarding what they feel like when actually used in the practice of intuition-based futures visioning.

In an appended “proof of concept” sidebar, I cite several real-world examples of supra-mental contact, both as contemporary evidence that an experientially verifiable case can be made for their operational plausibility by anyone who develops the requisite skill to use them appropriately, and as illustrations that the intuitive mode of inspiration has practical promise for both futurists and science fiction authors.

Moreover, in the next section I demonstrate one such application on a relevant question for this essay—although it is a bit risky to share such an unorthodox maneuver in a professional journal article such as this.

If Stapledon were alive and writing today…

There is a provocative creativity process tool attributed to the Russian hypnotist, Vladimir Leonidovich Raikov, M.D., called the Raikov Effect \(^9\) (a.k.a. “Borrowed Genius”\(^10\)), in which the user does a role playing enactment – preferably in a trance state – of psychically taking on the persona of an eminent historical figure as a way to gain insights about some puzzling or problematic current situation. Although I have known of this process for years, I remembered it in the context of this essay only when it came to mind as a possible solution to a writer’s block I was experiencing about how to handle the above section in ways that would satisfy a peer reviewer’s critique.\(^11\)

What if Olaf Stapledon were alive and writing today, but not constrained by the two rhetorical limitations stated in the Preface to L&FM?\(^12\) What would Stapledon focus on? To experientially follow up on the claims of the previous section, as a last step in the

---

\(^9\) [http://w3bin.com/websites/raikov-effect](http://w3bin.com/websites/raikov-effect).


\(^11\) For transparent self-disclosure, I should state that this insight occurred in the midst of a “Holotropic Breathwork” session—a process I have found to be a “best practice” for access to transcendental intuition for innovative problem solving when stuck using ordinary thinking. For information about it, please see: [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breathwork](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breathwork) or [http://holotropicbreathworkla.com/how-to-do-holotropic-breathwork](http://holotropicbreathworkla.com/how-to-do-holotropic-breathwork).

\(^12\) As noted above in the second section of this essay, these are:
- not going beyond current cultural assumptions about what is possible; and
- choosing a mythic focus that embraces ultimate decay and collapse.
writing of this essay, I decided to ask myself: “What if I used the “Borrowed Genius” strategy with regard to Olaf Stapledon’s views vis-à-vis the current era?”

To do this, I put on a recorded drone sound I have frequently used to help sustain a deep focus without intruding thoughts. Then, with digital recorder in hand to capture impressions without disturbing the flow, I used a process of deeply focused relaxation to put myself into an appropriate type of supra-egoic trance. When ready, the specific question that intuitively surfaced for me to ask was: “What might Olaf Stapledon wish to call our attention to in this essay about his work?”

Once I felt I had made contact, the sequence of what I became most distinctly aware of is as follows:

- What I am tuning into is not my projection of Stapledon’s persona as it was when he lived it as a visionary author on Earth, but rather the Spirit of one once known as Olaf Stapledon as “he” now exists in “Otherwhere”; When ready, the specific question that intuitively surfaced for me to ask was: “What might Olaf Stapledon wish to call our attention to in this essay about his work?”

- His prior agnostic position about the divine and of rejection of hope for conscious survival of physical death have given way to appreciation of “direct perception” of multiple zones of consciousness, more or less in keeping with what, for convenience, we may call the Perennial Philosophy;

- The range and diversity of phenomena he is now aware of dwarfs what he now considers the relatively trivial things he focused on in Star Maker. [!] It is as if the cosmos is not only more different than humans imagine, it is more different than we can imagine.


14 As I began to transcribe these results, I realized – with some embarrassment - that I was finding them a bit surprising. I.e., before going into trance, I more or less imagined that Stapledon might have a bit of appreciative pride at how his work had, in part, inspired other visionary SF masterpieces such as Childhood’s End (Clarke, 1953) or Time is the Simplest Thing (Simak, 1961); and/or how the current societal trajectory of humanity seems clearly heading for one or another type of systemic transformation such as he had written about. But no – those were just my own mental projections—precisely the type of thing that one goes into a trans-egoic trance to avoid.

After I finished transcribing them, a different sort of insight occurred: The first impressions are just that, impressions that I got from the wordless mind-share that the process made possible; so the words I wrote are my own. As the process continued, concrete content seemed to be transmitted, with any direct quotations transcribed in italics.

15 “Otherwhere” is a generic term used by Leland (2002) for non-physical dimensions of existence that transcend physicality.

• He still considers the rhetorical limitations he placed on the writing of L&FM to be appropriate, and he would not change them if rewriting it today. Specifically, *the type of optimism needing to be held by humanity is not about evolutionary achievement, but about realizing our true nature as co-creators of reality.*

This last thought had a greater sense of importance than all else, and ended the session. But immediately thereafter, when I had come out of deep trance and beginning to transcribe these answers directly into the manuscript for this article, it was as if I heard a knocking at my psychic door, and there was the Spirit of Stapledon, wanting to add that:

“There are those like me where I now am, who were signally involved in helping inspire me to write the works you are reviewing. It is important for both futurists and science fiction writers to know that we and others like us are available as muses for similar inspiration in what you call “real time.” Although better to develop the capacity for direct perception, it is enough to simply hold the intentional desire to be so inspired. There are many channels of communication through which such inspiration is manifested.”

A Concluding Take Away.
A bottom line conclusion of this essay—hopefully for not only futurists, but for all manner of people interested in the future—is that Olaf Stapledon was a visionary of the first magnitude, whose writings support the intentional use of non-ordinary states of consciousness (NOSC) as an avenue for a much enlarged perspective about emerging global problems and opportunities not readily available from ordinary states of consciousness. This is a theme advanced in my most recent writings (Markley, 2012, 2015, forthcoming) as well as by many other authors—of which some of my favorites are Willis Harman (1998; Harman & Rheingold, 1984), Barbara Marx Hubbard (1998), Ervin Laszlo (2004), Otto Scharmer (2009), and Thomas Roberts (2013, 2014).
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Appendix

A “Proof of Concept” Side Bar on Evidence Supporting Credibility of “Edgy” Phenomena having Potential Usefulness for Futures Research and Science Fiction

Out-of-body exploration and telepathic communication across diverse zones of reality—such as Stapledon so vividly paints—represent a methodological paradigm having much promise for not only futures research and science fiction, but for the cross-fertilization of both together—as in very long-range transformative scenario visioning. But because many skeptics do not accept phenomena such as these as even plausible, it is useful to append the following list of real-world exemplars as something of a proof of their empirical credibility:

- In his (2008) *Technology Forecasting and Social Change* article, “Remote viewing as applied to futures studies,” James Lee reviews the evidence and concludes that although controversial, RV could play an important role in FS.

- In his (1971) book, *Journeys Out of the Body*, and in a YouTube video, Robert A. Monroe reports how after he began having spontaneous OOB experiences in 1958, he learned how to initiate them himself, and still later, created the Monroe Institute featuring his invention of the audible Holosynchr™ technology that has proven an effective way to help others have this experience. Monroe’s (1982) follow up book, Far Journeys, is a veritable travelogue of his OOB experiences including extended conversations and journeys with others he met at various levels of “elevation” on the inner planes of consciousness that are greatly resemble what Stapledon envisioned in *Star Maker*.

- In her (1999) book, *Cosmic Journeys: My Out-of-Body Journeys with Robert A. Monroe*, Rosalind A. McKnight provides a detailed accounting of her extraordinary experiences facilitated by Monroe, based on the laboratory logs that he meticulously recorded of these experimental journeys. As with those that Monroe described in his Far Journeys, many of these journeys also closely resemble significant phenomena that Stapledon described in *Star Maker*.

- In his (2002) book, *Otherwhere: A Field Guide to Nonphysical Reality for the Out-of-Body Traveler*, Kurt Leland tells of how his learning to journey OOB at the Monroe Institute opened up a whole new level of non-physical reality he calls “Otherwhere;” how to navigate this terrain on one’s own, and a cartography of what he has found there. (Spoiler alert: Much of the book describes the many different levels, sectors and actors in Otherwhere that Leland has experientially mapped and asserts most of us find ourselves dealing with when we die, and are helpful to us as we either arrange to be reborn on Earth or find other avenues for soul progression.)

17 “Robert Monroe’s Out of Body Experiences” video is available at [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBii06UyWwY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBii06UyWwY)
In his (2009) compilation, The Akashic Experience: Science and the Cosmic Memory Field, Ervin Laszlo documents firsthand testimonies by 20 leaders in culture and science of their experiences with Akashic (supra-physical) realities providing evidence for the authenticity of nonmaterial contact that human beings have with each other and with the cosmos.

Among them (Markley, 2009) is an abridged description of the my discovery, in 1976, of a non-physical resource called “The Omniverse Center for Cultural Development”—and of its use by a team at SRI International to resolve a paradoxical scenario problem involving transformatively cultural paradigm change. A longer version of the Omniverse story is posted online\(^\text{18}\) as well as being summarized in other writing about intuition-based methodology (Markley, 2012).

Double Bubble Universe: The Layout (3rd edition, 2015) is the first in a series of six books by Katya Walter, describing research findings anchored by a 1985 transcendental dream that in some ways closely parallels Stapledon’s contact with the Star Maker.\(^\text{19}\) These books introduce a new theory of reality that readily explains things like out-of-body exploration and telepathic communication across diverse zones of reality.

“Mindapps and the Neurosingularity Project,” by Thomas Roberts (2014) is a distinctly visionary treatise written for the Transhumanist magazine, \(H^+\),\(^\text{20}\) that in my mind, lies midway between the technological forecasting side of futures studies and the aspirational side of science fiction. Reviewing a much wider variety of edgy empirical findings than those listed above, its slogan – which needs to be read in context to be fully appreciated – seems to be: digital apps are to devices as mindapps are to brains.

